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Abstract. In recent decades, efforts have been made to gather and digitize the
testimonies of living Holocaust survivors. The challenge we now face is attending
to those thousands of human stories, which while safely stored in archives, may
nevertheless disappear into oblivion. Despite recent advances in narrative
analysis in the fields of Computational Literature (CL) and Natural Language
Processing (NLP), existing language model technology still faces challenges
in analyzing elaborate narratives and long texts. One such challenge is text
segmentation – a long-standing issue in the area of CL and NLP. In our work, we
propose a computational method to approach this problem. Our research draws
on testimony transcripts from the Shoah Foundation (SF) Holocaust archive
for supervised topic classification, which is then used as topic guidance for
automatic segmentation.

1. Introduction

Major efforts are being devoted to improving digital access to Holocaust testimonies
across the world for safeguarding, cataloging, and disseminating survivors’ personal
accounts. The imminent passing of the last remaining survivors coincides with the
transformation from analog platforms (such as film, video, and television) to digital
platforms (big data, online access, social media), which introduces great challenges –
and great opportunities – to the future of Holocaust memory. As the phase of survivors’
testimony collection reaches its inevitable conclusion, pressing questions emerge: How
can we approach andmake sense of the enormous quantity of materials collected, which
by now exceeds the capacity of human reception? How can we study and analyze
the multitude of testimonies in a systematic yet ethical manner, one that respects the
integrity of each personal testimony? How can new technology help us cope with the
gap between mass atrocity and mass testimony (Keydar 2019)?

Advances in the fields of Computational Literature (CL) and Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) hold the potential of opening new avenues for the computational analysis of
testimony narratives at scale. However, notwithstanding recent developments in the
field, existing languagemodeling technology still faces challenges in analyzing elaborate
narratives and long texts in general.
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Segmentation of Holocaust Testimonies

One intuitive approach to dealing with long texts is through an intermediate step of
segmentation. Although seemingly simple, the notion of segmentation is not easy
to define, as there are many different considerations that may favor placing certain
boundary points, rather than others.

In ourwork, we propose to perform segmentation under the guidance of topics, resulting
in the task known as topical segmentation (Hearst 1997; Kazantseva and Szpakowicz
2012). For topics, we use a set of predefined topical categories, created by domain
experts. The task of topical segmentation is well studied, but previous work has mostly
addressed it in the context of structured, well-defined segments, such as segmentation
into paragraphs, chapters, or segmenting text that originated from multiple sources.
We tackle the task of segmenting running (spoken) narratives, which poses hitherto
unaddressed challenges. As a test case, we address Holocaust survivor testimonies,
given in English. Other than the importance of studying these testimonies for Holocaust
research, we argue that they provide an interesting test case for topical segmentation,
due to their unstructured surface level, relative abundance (tens of thousands of such
testimonies were collected), and the relatively confined domain that they cover. Our
work leverages the annotations from the Shoah Foundation (SF) Holocaust testimony
archive for supervised topic classification and uses these topics as guidance for the
topical segmentation of the testimonies.

In this contribution, we discuss the importance and challenges of narrative segmentation
as the basis for the analysis of more complex narratological phenomena and as a method
for representing the narrative flow. We follow Reiter (2015) and his notion of narrative
segments as a pragmatic intermediate layer, which is a first step towards the annotation
of more complex narratological phenomena. We expand Reiter’s work in two main
directions: 1) We hypothesize that boundary points between segments correspond to
low mutual information between the sentences proceeding and following the bound-
ary. Based on this hypothesis, we develop a computational model of segmentation for
unstructured texts that has the prospect of being identifiable automatically and theoreti-
cally sound. We propose a simple computational method for automatic segmentation. 2)
We focus on topic-based segmentation rather than on event-based segmentation (Gius
and Vauth 2022). This allows the use of topic models and classifiers which are easier to
obtain compared to event models. We provide a set of expert-created Holocaust-related
topics and train a classifier with it. We consider it an important addition to recent efforts
to operationalize narrative theory in CL and NLP.

Our work also contributes to current Holocaust research, seeking methods to better
access testimonies (Artstein et al. 2016; Fogu et al. 2016). We expect our methods to
promote theoretical exploration and analysis of testimonies, enabling better access,
research, and understanding of the past.

This work presents the following results:

• We define segments in a theoretically sound manner, building upon information-
theory measures.

• We propose a simple and effective algorithm for segmentation, independent of
topics.
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• We evaluate the model and argue for the necessity of guidance for segmentation,
especially in unstructured texts.

• We construct data and models for topic classification. We propose models to infer
topics and segments as a combined task.

• We show that giving a reference (“gold”) segmentation leads to better topics, but
it seems difficult to design a joint model that gives a segmentation that benefits
the topics.

• We discuss future directions to address this difficulty.

We note that the technical and algorithmic part of the paper was adopted with minimal
changes from Wagner et al. (2022).

2. Approaches to Narrative Segmentation

2.1 Narrative Analysis

Proper representation of narratives in long texts remains an open problem in
computational narratology and NLP (Castricato et al. 2021; Mikhalkova et al. 2020;
Piper et al. 2021; Reiter et al. 2022). High-quality representations for long texts seem
crucial to the development of document-level text understanding technology, which
is currently unsatisfactory (Shaham et al. 2022). One possible avenue for representing
long texts is to cast them as a sequence of shorter segments, with inter-relations
between them.

This direction has deep conceptual roots. Beginning with Aristotle’s theory of drama,
narratological analysis has relied on the identification of and distinction between one
event and the next. But what guides the segmentation – what constitutes the divide
between events – has remained obscure. While some genres offer structural cues for
segmentation, such as diary entries, scenes in a dramatic play, stanzas in a poem, or
chapters in a novel, other forms of narratives do not always present clear units or
boundaries (Gius and Vauth 2022; Zehe et al. 2021).

From the computational perspective, much work has been done in the direction of
probabilistic schema inference, focusing on either event schemas (Chambers 2013;
Chambers and Jurafsky 2009; M. Li et al. 2020) or persona schemas (Bamman et al. 2013,
2014).

A common modern approach for modeling narratives is as a sequence of neural states
(Rashkin et al. 2020; Wilmot and Keller 2020, 2021). Wilmot and Keller (2020) pre-
sented a neural GPT2-based model for suspense in short stories. This work follows an
information-theoretic framework, modeling the reader’s suspense by different types of
predictability. Wilmot and Keller (2021) present another neural architecture for story
modeling. Due to their strong performance in text generation, neural models are also
commonly used for story generation, with numerous structural variations (Alhussain
and Azmi 2021; Rashkin et al. 2020; Zhai et al. 2019). However, a general drawback of
the neural approach is the lack of interpretability, which is specifically crucial in the
context of drawing qualitative conclusions from experiments.
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A different approach represents and visualizes a narrative as a sequence of interpretable
topics. Min and Park (2019) visualized plot progressions in stories in various ways,
including the progression of character relations. Antoniak et al. (2019) analyzed birth
stories, but used a simplistic, uniform segmentation, conjoined with topic modeling, to
visualize the frequent topic paths.

Inspired by this approach, we seek to model the narrative of a text using topic segmen-
tation, dividing long texts into topically coherent segments and labeling them, thus
creating a global topical structure in the form of a chain of topics. An NLP task of narra-
tive representation of a given document may benefit from knowing something about
the document’s high-level structure. Topical segmentation is a lightweight form of such
structural analysis: Given a sequence of sentences or paragraphs, split it into a sequence
of topical segments, each characterized by a certain degree of topical unity (Kazantseva
and Szpakowicz 2014). This is particularly useful for texts with little structure imposed
by the author, such as speech transcripts, meeting notes, or, in our case, oral testimonies.
Topic segmentation can be useful for the indexing of a large number of testimonies (tens
of thousands of testimonies have been collected thus far) and as an intermediate or
auxiliary step in tasks such as summarization (Jeff Wu et al. 2021) and event detection
(Wang et al. 2021).

Unlike recent supervised segmentation models that focus on structured written text,
such as Wikipedia sections (Arnold et al. 2019; Lukasik et al. 2020) or book chapters
(Pethe et al. 2020), we address the hitherto mostly unaddressed task of segmenting and
labeling unstructured (transcribed) spoken language. For these texts, we do not have
large datasets of divided text. Moreover, there may not be any obvious boundaries that
can be derived based on local properties. This makes the task more challenging and
hampers the possibility of taking a completely supervised approach.

To adapt the model to jointly segment and classify, we incorporate into the model a su-
pervised topic classifier, trained over manually indexed one-minute testimony segments,
provided by the USC Shoah Foundation (SF).1 Inspired by Misra et al. (2011), we also
incorporate the topical coherence based on the topic classifier into the segmentation
model.

2.2 Topic Classification

The topic of a text segment is the subject or theme guiding the segment. Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA; Blei et al. 2003) is a popular method to extract latent topics in an
unsupervised fashion. In LDA, the definition of a topic is a distribution over a given
vocabulary. This definition is very flexible, with one of the results being computationally
heavy at inference time.

In recent years, attempts have been made, in various degrees of success, to apply topic
models for the purpose of narrative analysis prose (Jockers and Mimno 2013; Uglanova
and Gius 2020) and drama (Schöch 2017). Topic models can also be useful in the analy-
sis of complex narratives, such as oral testimonies and other free-form narrative texts
(Keydar et al. 2022). Despite its popularity, we found LDA to be too heavy computa-
tionally for inference on texts with many segments. Therefore we did not apply LDA

1. See: https://sfi.usc.edu/.
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in our research. Instead, we used supervised text classification over domain-specific
predefined topics.

In supervised classification, we have a list of predetermined topics and a set of texts,
each assigned a topic from the list. A classifier is trained to predict the topic for a
given text. Since the introduction of BERT (Devlin et al. 2018), the common practice
in NLP is to use a neural model that was pretrained on general language tasks and
finetune it for the downstream task of classification. This method achieves impressive
results even without a vast amount of labeled data, thus proving a natural choice
for many domains.

2.3 Text Segmentation

Considerable previous work addressed the task of text segmentation, using both super-
vised and unsupervised approaches. Proposed methods for unsupervised text segmen-
tation can be divided into linear segmentation algorithms and dynamic graph-based
segmentation algorithms.

Linear segmentation, i.e., segmentation that is performed on the fly, dates back to the
TextTiling algorithm (Hearst 1997), which detects boundaries using window-based vo-
cabulary changes. Recently, He et al. (2020) proposed an improvement to the algorithm,
which, unlike TextTiling, uses the vocabulary of the entire dataset and not only of the
currently considered segment. TopicTiling (Riedl and Biemann 2012) uses a similar
approach, using LDA-based topical coherence instead of vocabulary only. This method
produces topics as well as segments. Another linear model, BATS (Q. Wu et al. 2020),
uses combined spectral and agglomerative clustering for topics and segments.

In contrast to the linear approach, several models follow a Bayesian sequence modeling
approach, using dynamic programming for inference. This approach allows making a
global prediction of the segmentation, at the expense of higher complexity. Implemen-
tation details vary, and include using pretrained LDA models (Misra et al. 2011), online
topic estimation (Eisenstein and Barzilay 2008; Mota et al. 2019), shared topics (Jeong
and Titov 2010), ordering-based topics (Du et al. 2015), and context-aware LDA (W. Li
et al. 2020).

Following recent advances in neural models, these models have been used for the task of
supervised text segmentation. Pethe et al. (2020) presented ChapterCaptor which relies
on two methods. The first method performs chapter break prediction based on Next
Sentence Prediction (NSP) scores. The second method uses dynamic programming
to regularize the segment lengths toward the average. The models use supervision
for finetuning the model for boundary scores, but can also be used in a completely
unsupervised fashion. They experiment with segmenting books into chapters, which
offers natural incidental supervision.

Another approach performs the segmentation task in a completely supervised manner,
similar to supervised labeled span extraction tasks. At first, themodelswere LSTM-based
(Arnold et al. 2019; Koshorek et al. 2018), and later on, Transformer-based (Lukasik
et al. 2020; Somasundaran et al. 2020). Unlike finetuning, this approach requires large
amounts of segmented data.
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All of these works were designed and evaluated with structured written text, such as
book chapters, Wikipedia pages, or artificially stitched segments, where supervised
data is abundant. In this work, we address the segmentation of texts of which we have
little supervised data regarding segment boundaries. We, therefore, adopt elements
from the unsupervised approaches combined with supervised components and design
a model for a novel segmentation task of unstructured spoken narratives.

3. Spoken Narratives: Holocaust Testimonies as a case
Study

3.1 Corpus

Our data consists of Holocaust survivor testimonies. We received 1,000 testimonies
from the Shoah Foundation. All testimonies were conducted orally with an interviewer,
recorded on video, and transcribed as text. The lengths of the testimonies range from
2, 609 to 88, 105 words, with mean and median lengths of 23, 536 and 21, 424 words,
respectively.

The testimonies were transcribed as time-stamped text. In addition, each testimony
recording was divided into segments, typically a segment for each minute. Each seg-
ment was indexed with labels, possibly multiple. The labels are all taken from the SF
thesaurus.2 The thesaurus is highly detailed, containing ∼ 8, 000 unique labels across
the segments. It’s worth noting that the division into segments was done purely by
length and does not take the labels into consideration.

3.2 Motivation for Topical Segmentation

Typically, narrative research faces a trade-off between the number of narrative
texts, which is important for computational methods, and the specificity of the
narrative context, which is essential for qualitative narrative research (Sultana
et al. 2022). Holocaust testimonies provide a unique case of a large corpus with
a specific context.

The large and specific corpus provides motivation for schema alignment. Assuming
that there are common thematic units across testimonies, it should be possible to ex-
tract parallel segments. For example, many testimonies address a common event or
experience (e.g., “deportation” or “physical hardship”) and we might want to compare
various aspects of the different reports. To do this we first need to align the testimonies
according to these topics.

As opposed to somework that focuses on events in a narrative (Gius andVauth 2022), we
choose to focus on topics. This is for multiple reasons. First, our data is not completely
event-based. There are parts that are not events (e.g., “family life”, “reflection”) and the
focus is on the personal experience and not on historical facts. Second, event-complex
extraction is a highly complex computational task and has very scarce annotated data
(Ning et al. 2018).

2. See: https://sfi.usc.edu/content/keyword-thesaurus.
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As opposed to traditional topicmodeling, which is completely unsupervised, we decided
to make use of the large annotated testimony corpus. We create a supervised dataset for
topic classification and use it in a similar manner as a topic model.

3.3 Challenges

In spoken texts, there are no obvious boundaries. This is unlike common data used
for segmentation, such as stitched-up texts (Misra et al. 2011), book chapters (Pethe
et al. 2020), or Wikipedia sections (Arnold et al. 2019) Manual inspection of human-
annotated segments in the testimonies shows that in many cases the segment boundary
highly depends on the expected topic (see Figure 1). In some cases, there is clearly a
topic change, but it is not clear where the transition took place. Even in cases where the
boundary is in accordance to surface cues, the topics still play a role as they decide what
should be read together.

We argue that proper segmentation cannot truly be separated from the topical structure.
When there are no surface-form cues, the segments must depend on a higher-level
structure. We claim that there is an essential difference between the prediction of
existing segments, in which case the textual cues are given and play a heavy role in the
creation of the segmentation, and the generation of a new segmentation for unstructured
text, in which case the topical structure is more dominant.

Our experiments (see below) show that given annotated segments with topics, knowl-
edge of the segment boundaries is highly beneficial for predicting the sequence of topics.
Put differently, in the topical segmentation task, the segmentation boundaries are pred-
icative of the topic sequence. This finding motivates the exploration of the task of topical
segmentation even if the goal of the user is to extract a sequence of topics (and their
localization in the text is of less utility).

The SF annotations use a very large set of labels. This hurts the uniformity of the
annotation and raises computational issues. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the size
of the label set as we describe in the following section.

3.4 Building the Datasets

Classification. As some of the labels in the SF annotations are very rare, and given the
noise in the data, using the full SF label set directly as classification labels is dispreferred.
Instead, we reduced the number of labels through an iterative process of manual expert
annotation and clustering. The SF thesaurus uses a hierarchical system of labels, ranging
from high-level topics (e.g., “politics”, “religion and philosophy”), through mid-level
(e.g., “camp experiences”, “ghetto experiences”), to low-level labels (e.g., “refugee
camp injuries”, “forced march barter”). For the purpose of compiling the list of topics,
we focused on mid-level labels. Then, with the help of domain experts from the field of
Holocaust studies, we created a list of 29 topics thatwere deemed sufficiently informative,
yet still generalizable across the testimonies. We added the label NO-TOPIC, which
was used for segments that address technical details of the testimony-giving event (e.g.,
changing the tape), and do not include Holocaust-related content. For the full topic list
see Table 1.

JCLS 2 (1), 2023, 10.48694/jcls.3580 7
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Figure 1: Examples of topic-related segment changes. Both examples are from SF testimony no.
43109.

No Topic Description

1 Adaptation and sur-
vival

Any act of finding ways to adapt to the war and per-
secution and to survive in Ghetto, camps, etc.

2 After the war Not liberation, but post-war life

3 Aid Either giving or receiving aid

4 Antisemitism and per-
secutions

This mostly refers to pre-war episodes, before the
ghetto or camps

5 Before the war This mostly refers to the opening parts relating the
pre-war life in the hometown, family, friends, school,
etc.

6 Betrayals Any betrayal by friends, neighbors, locals, etc.

7 Brutality Any acts of brutality, physical or mental, during the
war – intended and performed by someone. To be
distinguished from hardship which can describe a
certain condition of hardship

8 Camp Any events that take place in the concentration or
death camps

9 Deportations Deportation from the city / village to the ghetto, and
from the ghetto to the camps. This includes any
forced transport to an undesired destination

10 Enemy collaboration Either Jews or locals collaborating with the Nazi
regime or their representatives

JCLS 2 (1), 2023, 10.48694/jcls.3580 8
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11 Escape Any escape from hometown, from the ghetto, from
prison or camps

12 Extermination / exe-
cution / death march

Any event of violent intended killing

13 Extreme Killing of a child, suicide, surviving a massacre

14 Family and friend-
ships

Stories involving familymembers, friends, loved ones

15 Forced labor Any events taking place in labor camps or as part of
forced labor

16 Ghetto Any event taking place in the ghetto

17 Hardship Any description of physical or mental hardship

18 Hiding Hiding places, woods, homes while running away or
stories of being hidden by others (farms, monasteries,
etc.)

19 Jewish life and death Any event relating to Jewish life and its practices –
school, prayer, shabbat, synagogue, before, during
and after the war

20 Liberation Events relating to allies’ liberation of camps

21 Migration Either pre- or post-war migration to other countries

22 Non Jewish faith Any mention of non-Jewish beliefs, practices, etc.

23 Police / security / mil-
itary forces

Events relating to soldiers and police, either enemy
or allies

24 Political activity Protests, political parties, either for or against Nazis

25 Prison Captivity in prison – to be distinguished from camps

26 Reflection / memory /
trauma

27 Refugees Mostly the post-war episodes in refugee / displaced
persons camps

28 Resistance and parti-
sans

Any act of resistance, organized or individual

29 Stills Presentation of pictures

Table 1: List of topics with their description.

We filtered out testimonies that were not annotated in the same fashion as the oth-
ers, for example, testimonies that did not have one-minute segments or ones that
skipped segments altogether. We used these testimonies for development and test-
ing. We also filtered out all segments that had more than one label after the label
conversion. We ended up with a text classification dataset of 20, 722 segments with
29 possible labels.
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We added to the input texts an extra token to indicate the location within the testimony.
We divided each testimony into 10 bins with equal segment counts and added the bin
index to the input text.

Segmentation. The testimonies in the SF were divided based on pure length. Segment
boundaries can appear in the middle of a topic or even a sentence. Therefore, the
SF segments cannot be used for the evaluation of topical segmentation. Instead, for
evaluation and test sets, we manually segmented and annotated 20 full testimonies.
In this set of testimonies, the segmentation was performed based on a given list of
topics. We used testimonies from SF that were not annotated in the same manner as
the others, and therefore not seen for the classifier. The annotation was carried out
by two trained annotators, highly proficient in English. We note that this process was
done independently from the SF indexing and therefore the number of testimonies is
relatively small.

An initial pilot study to segment testimonies without any prior requirements and no
topic list yielded an approximate segment length (the results of these attempts were
not included in the training or test data). The approximate length was not used as a
strict constraint, but rather as a weak guideline, so as to align our expectations with the
annotators.

The approximate desired average segment length was given to the annotators
as well as the final topic list. The first annotator annotated all 20 testimonies,
which were used for development and testing. The second annotator anno-
tated 7 documents, used for measuring the inter-annotator agreement. The
full annotation guidelines can be found in the Supplementary Material (§sub-
section A.2).

Altogether, for our test data, we obtained 20 testimonies composed of 1,179 segments
with topics. The segment length ranges from 13 to 8,772 words, with a mean length of
∼ 485. We randomly selected 5 testimonies for parameter estimation, and the remaining
15 were used as a test set.

4. Topical Segmentation

We have a document 𝑋 consisting of 𝑛 sentences 𝑥1 … 𝑥𝑛, which we consider atomic
units. Our task is to find 𝑘 −1 boundary points, defining 𝑘 segments, and 𝑘 topics, where
every consecutive pair of topics is different.

4.1 General Considerations

Designing a model for topical segmentation involves multiple, possibly independent,
considerations which we present here.3

Our general approach to segmentation requires a scoring method that can be applied to
each possible segment. Given these scores and the desired number of segments, we can
then select the segmentation with the highest score.

3. For more technical details, Wagner et al. 2022.
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We compose a segment score based on both local and non-local properties. For local
scores, we propose to use Point-wiseMutual Information (PMI). Given a languagemodel
(LM), we hypothesize that the mutual information between two adjacent sentences can
predict how likely the two sentences are to be in the same segment. These scores need
additional supervision beyond the LM pretraining. Given these scores, the extraction of
a segmentation for a given text is equivalent to maximizing the LM likelihood of text,
under the assumption that each sentence depends on one previous sentence and that
each segment depends on no previous sentences. A formal proof can be found in the
supplementary material (subsection A.1).

This is opposed to recent work in this direction that uses the Next Sentence Prediction
(NSP) scores (Pethe et al. 2020). We argue that the pretrained NSP scores do not capture
the probability of two given consecutive sentences being in the same segment, since
even if the second sentence is in another segment, it still is the next sentence.

Based on previous work, we also consider the non-local properties of segment length
(Pethe et al. 2020), and topical coherence (Misra et al. 2011). Given a domain-specific
multi-label classifier, we use the classification log probabilities as the coherence scores.

Given the desired number of segments, we have a structured prediction task that requires
dynamic programming in order to be executed in polynomial time, where the degree of
the polynomial is decided by the order of dependency. Inference of the optimal topic
assignment according to a given classifier also requires a dynamic algorithm to avoid
identical adjacent topics.

4.2 Topical Segmentation Models

We propose various models and baselines for the task of topical segmentation. Some
models perform segmentation and topic assignment separately (“pipeline”) and some
jointly.

Topic-Modeling Based. Misra et al. (2011) performed topical segmentation based on
topic modeling, where the selected segmentation is that with the highest likelihood,
based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (LDA, Blei et al. 2003). The topic model
gives a likelihood score to each segment and the segmentation that maximizes the
product of likelihoods is selected. Inference is equivalent to finding the shortest path in
a graph with 𝑛2 nodes.

NSP-based Segmentation. The approach in the first ChapterCaptor model is to per-
form linear segmentation based on Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) scores. Using a
model that was pretrained for NSP, they further finetune the model with segmented
data, where a positive label is given to two subsequent spans in one segment, and a
negative label is given to two spans that are in different segments.

The second ChapterCaptor model leverages the assumption that segments tend to have
similar lengths. Given data, they compute the expected average length, 𝐿, and add
regularization towards average-length segments. We denote this model with NSP+L.

JCLS 2 (1), 2023, 10.48694/jcls.3580 11
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LMPMI-based Segmentation. Adapting the NSP scores for segmentation seems sub-
optimal in domains for which we do not have enough segmented data. We propose to
replace the NSP scores with language-modeling (LM) and Point-wise Mutual Informa-
tion (PMI) scores. Specifically, for each possible boundary index 𝑖, we define:

𝐿𝑀𝑃𝑀𝐼𝑖 = log
𝑃𝐿𝑀(𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖+1)

𝑃𝐿𝑀(𝑥𝑖) ⋅ 𝑃𝐿𝑀(𝑥𝑖+1) (1)

where the probabilities are the LM probabilities for the sentences together or alone.

These scores can be computed by any pretrained language model, and the log-scores
replace the NSP scores in both previous methods. We denote these models with PMI
and PMI + L.

Pipeline Topic Assignment. Given a segmentation for the document and a topic clas-
sifier, we infer a list of topics. We need to find the optimal topic sequence under the
constraint of no identical adjacent elements. This can be formalized as anHMM inference
task, which can easily be found using dynamic programming.

Joint Segmentation and Topic Assignment. In another method, we take into account
the segment classification scores in addition to a length penalty. We jointly infer a
segmentation and topic assignment using the following dynamic formula:

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑛, 𝑘, 𝑡) = min
1≤𝑖≤𝑛−1

𝑡′∈𝑇

(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑖, 𝑘 − 1, 𝑡′) + 𝛼 ⋅
|𝑛 − 𝑖 − 𝐿|

𝐿 + 𝛽 ⋅ log𝑃(𝑡′|𝑋𝑖 ⋯ 𝑋𝑛))

+ (1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽) ⋅ 𝑃𝑀𝐼𝑛 (2)

where 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑛, 𝑘, 𝑡) represents the cost of a boundary at index 𝑛 with 𝑘−1 previous bound-
aries and topic 𝑡 as the last topic. 𝛼, 𝛽 are hyperparameters controlling the components.
We denote this model with PMI + T.

Baseline Models. As a point of comparison, we also implemented simple baseline
models for segmentation and topic selection. These models can be used in a pipeline.

For segmentation, we divide a text into equally lengthed segments, given a predeter-
mined number of segments. This method was used by Antoniak et al. (2019) and, with
slight modifications, by Jeff Wu et al. (2021), as it is extremely simple and efficient.

For topic assignment, we sequentially sample topics from a uniform distribution over
the set of given topics. We avoid repeating topics by giving probability 0 to the previous
topic.

We denote these baselines with Uniform.
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Implementation Specifics. The classifierwas selected byfine-tuning various Transformer-
based models with a classification head. Base models were pretrained by HuggingFace.4

We experimented with Distilbert, Distilroberta, Electra, RoBERTa, XLNet, and DeBERTa
in various sizes. For our experiments we chose to use Distilroberta, which showed
an accuracy score of ∼ 0.55, which was close to that of the larger models, doing this
with way faster training and inference. We trained with a random 80-20 data split on
2 GPUs for ∼ 10 minutes with the Adam optimizer for 5 epochs with batch-size=16,
label-smoothing=0.01 and other settings set as default. We selected this classifier for our
final segmentation experiments.

From the 20 manually segmented testimonies, we randomly took 5 testimonies a de-
velopment set for hyperparameter tuning. Based on the results on this set, we chose
𝛼 = 0.8 for the PMI + L model and 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 0.2 for the PMI + T model.

The LDA topic model was pretrained on the same training data as the classifier’s (subsec-
tion 3.4), before running the segmentation algorithm. We trained the LDA model with
15 topics using the Gensim package,5 which we also used for the likelihood estimation
of text spans given an LDA model.

We used HuggingFace’s pretrained transformer models for the NSP scores and LM
probabilities. We used FNET (Lee-Thorp et al. 2021) for NSP and GPT2 (Radford et al.
2019) for LM probabilities. We tuned the context size parameter on the development
set, resulting in 𝐶 = 3.

4.3 Evaluation Methods

Here we discuss appropriate metrics for the segmentation and topic assignments.

Segmentation. Measuring the quality of text segmentation is tricky. We want to give
partial scores to segmentations that are close to the manually annotated ones, so simple
Exact-Match evaluation is overly strict. This is heightened in cases like ours, where
there is often no clear boundary for the topic changes. For example, in one place the
witness says “he helped us later when we planned the escape”. This sentence comes between
getting help (the Aid topic) and escaping (the Escape topic). We would like to give at
least partial scores for boundaries either before or after this sentence.

Various attempts have been made to alleviate this problem and propose more relaxed
measures. Since the notion of “closeness” strongly depends on underlying assumptions,
it seems hard to pinpoint one specific measure that will perfectly fit our expectations.
Following this rationale, we report a few different measures.

The first measure we report is the average F1 score, which counts overlaps in the exact
boundary predictions. Another measure we used is average WindowDiff (WD; Pevzner
and Hearst 2002), which compares the number of reference boundaries that fall in
an interval with the number of boundaries that were produced by the algorithm. We
also measured the average Segmentation Similarity (S-sim; Fournier and Inkpen 2012)
and Boundary Similarity (B-sim; Fournier 2013) scores. These scores are based on the
number of edits required between a proposed segmentation and the reference, where

4. See: https://pypi.org/project/transformers/.
5. See: https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/.
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Boundary Similarity assigns different weights to different types of edits. In F1, B-sim,
and B-sim a higher score is better and in WindowDiff a lower score is better. We used
the segeval python package6 with the default settings to compute all of these measures.
Notably, the window size was set to be the average segment length (in the reference
segmentation for the particular testimony) divided by 2.

Topic Assignment. Tomeasure the similarity between a predicted topic assignment and
the reference assignment we used two different measures. One measure was python’s
difflib SequenceMatcher (SM) scores, which are based on the gestalt pattern matching
metric (Ratcliff and Metzener 1988), that considers common substrings. In this metric,
a higher score means stronger similarity.

Another measure we used is the Damerau–Levenshtein edit distance (Edit, Damerau
1964), which measures distance by the number of actions needed to get from one
sequence to another. We normalized the edits by the number of topics in the reference
data. For the Edit distance, lower is better.

5. Results and Discussion

We evaluate our models for both the segmentation and the resulting topic sequence.

We do not report scores for the LDA-based model since it did not produce a reasonable
number of segments, and its runtime was prohibitively long (in previous work, it was
run on much shorter text). We also implemented the models with different sizes of
GPT2. Observing that the size had no significant effect, we report the results with the
base model (“gpt2”) only.

5.1 Annotator Agreement

Evaluating on the 7 documents that were annotated by both annotators, we achieve
Boundary score = 0.324, Sequence Matching = 0.4 and Edit distance = 0.73.

In complex structured tasks, the global agreement score is expected to be low. Agreement
in these cases is therefore often computed in terms of sub-structures (e.g., attachment
score or PARSEVAL F-score in parsing instead of exact-match). Since no local scores are
common in segmentation tasks, we report only the global scores despite their relative
strictness. Compared to the boundary score of uniform-length segmentation (which is
much better than random), we can see that the annotator agreement was larger by an
order of magnitude. Eyeballing the differences between the annotators also revealed
that their annotations are similar.

We note that the annotators did not always mark the same number of segments (and
topics), and this can highly influence the scores. We also note that the annotators worked
completely independently and did not adjudicate.

5.2 Model Performance

6. See: https://pypi.org/project/segeval/.
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Model F1 WD S-sim B-sim

Uniform 0.052 0.568 0.958 0.026
NSP + L 0.04 0.584 0.958 0.02
PMI 0.172 0.537 0.963 0.094
PMI + L 0.173 0.535 0.964 0.095
PMI + T 0.165 0.54 0.962 0.09

Table 2: Segmentation scores. We evaluate PMI-score models with and without length penal-
ties (PMI and PMI + L, respectively). We also evaluate a joint model for segmentation with
topics (PMI + T), a uniform length segmentor (Uniform) and a Next Sentence Prediction seg-
mentor with length penalties (NSP + L). For F1, S-sim and B-sim, higher is better and for WD
lower is better. The number of segments is decided using the expected segment length.

Figure 2: Examples of outputs from the PMI segmentation model. In 1 the predicted bound-
aries were not marked by the annotators. In 2 the model and the annotators agreed. Both
examples are from SF testimony 43109.

Segmentation. Table 2 presents the results for the segmentation task. We see that
PMI-based models are significantly better than the uniform length segmentation and
the NSP-based model. Among the PMI-based models, there is no clear advantage for a
specific setting, as the local PMI model is slightly better than the models with global
scores.

We note that due to the nature of the metrics, specifically how they normalize the values
to be between 0 and 1, the different measures vary in the significance of the gaps.

In Figure 2 we present two examples of outputs of the PMI model. In the first case,
the human annotator did not put boundaries where the model did, but the model’s
predictions seem plausible. In the second example, the model predicted a boundary in
the same place as the annotator.

Topic Assignment. Table 3 presents our results for the topic assignments pro-
duced by our models and the baselines. For comparison, it also presents the
scores for topic creation based on the classifier when the real annotated seg-
ments are given.
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Model SM Edit

Uniform 0.138 1.13
Uniform + Cl 0.378 0.872
NSP + Cl 0.369 0.875
PMI + Cl 0.36 0.892
PMI + T 0.375 0.872

Gold + Cl 0.478 0.5

Table 3: Performance of the various models for topic lists. In Sequence Matching (SM) higher
is better and for the Edit Distance, lower is better. In all cases, the number of topics was set
as the length divided by the expected segment length rounded. The models we evaluate are
uniform segmentation, NSP segmentation with length penalties, and PMI segmentation, all
with dynamic topic assignment based on the classifier (Uniform + Cl, NSP + Cl and PMI +
Cl, respectively), and the joint segmentation and classification model (PMI + T). The baseline
model is uniform topic generation (Uniform), which samples topics independently of the given
text, and avoids repeating the previous topic.

Figure 3: Segment length (in tokens) as a function of the segment index in the testimony. The
predicted segments are decided by the PMI model for 50 segments. The gold segmentation
was normalized to 50 segments and then averaged.

Here we see that the pipeline methods with uniform or NSP segmentation provide
slightly better topics than the joint inference model or the simple PMImodel. All models
based on the classifier perform significantly better than the baselines.

5.3 Discussion

Our experiments show that topic assignment given the real segmentation (Gold
+ Cl) yields better topics than all other models. This suggests that a high-quality
segmentation does contribute to the topic assignment, which motivates work on
segmentation, even if the desired product is (only) the sequence of topics, without
their localization. The Gold + Cl model in fact achieves higher topic similarity than
the inter-annotator agreement. This might be explained by the fact that the Gold
+ Cl model was given the exact number of segments, while this was not specified
for the annotators.
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Regarding the segmentation models, our results show that the PMI methods present
better performance for the segmentation task, compared to previous methods. However,
we find that the automatic segmentation results do not contribute to the topic assignment.
Also, within our different PMI models, we see that additional length and topic scores
do not yield substantial improvements, neither for the segmentation nor for the topics.
This is somewhat surprising and might mean that the sensitivity of our classifier to
exact boundaries is low, or that the produced segments did not yet cross a usefulness
threshold for topic classification.

Another seemingly surprising result is that larger sizes and domain fine-tuning of the
GPT2 model do not improve performance, sometimes actually hurting it.

Delving more into the outputted segments created by the PMI models (Figure 3),
it seems that these models do produce meaningful segments with good boundaries,
but they do not always match the manual boundaries, as the exact segmentation also
depends on the given set of topics. we hypothesize that there is a gap between the
“surface level topic changes”, that are reflected in clear textual cues (e.g., a new question
by the interviewer) and “high-level topic changes”, that highly depend on our prior
domain-specific topical interests.

If the hypothesis is correct we would expect to see more PMI boundaries in parts of the
testimony that are more structured, compared to the reference boundaries that would
be more prevalent where there are more Holocaust-related themes.

In Figure 3 we plot the average lengths (in tokens) of the segments as a function of the
location within the testimony. Since the number of segments in the reference data varies,
we normalize the lengths as if there were 50 segments in each testimony. We can see
that the PMI segments tend to be longer in the middle of the testimony and shorter at
the beginning and end. The reference segmentation has less of a pattern.7 This result
supports our hypothesis. The SF testimonies have a relatively uniform structure at the
beginning and the end, so it should be easier to detect surface-level changes there.

This is an important argument regarding contemporary segmentation models. It is
common to test the model with highly structured cases, like book sections (Pethe et al.
2020), Wikipedia sections (Arnold et al. 2019), and randomly stitched stories (Misra
et al. 2011). In these cases, it is important to assert that the high performance is not
due to surface-level cues, in which case the model only predicts traces of previously
generated sections and does not actually segment a long document.

We note that the data for the classification and segmentation are restricted to a specific
domain, specifically Holocaust testimonies. This limits the generalization of our models
to other domains. The general ideas are domain-independent, and some models can be
readily used, the application of the models that use the classifier will require adaptation
to a new domain.

We also note that the use of single-label topic classification has its limitations. It seems
that in some cases the topics are not mutually exclusive (e.g., a segment can involve both
“Family” and “Ghetto”). This makes the topical segmentation task less conclusive. In

7. We averaged over 500 predicted testimonies and only 20 reference ones, so it is expected that the reference
lengths will be noisier.
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future work we intend to model the temporal and spatial paths of testimonies, allowing
segmentation and alignment in a more robust manner.

6. Conclusion

We presented models for combined segmentation and topic extraction for narratives.
We found that: (1) segmentation boundaries can be indicative of the sequence of topics
(as demonstrated by using the gold standard segmentation; however, (2) topic lists
inferred dynamically given a classifier are not very sensitive to the actual segmentation,
allowing the extraction of high-quality topic lists even with uniform segmentation. In
addition, we find that (3) local PMI scores are sufficient to infer a segmentation with
better quality than previous models; (4) additional features such as segment lengths
and topics seem to have limited influence on the quality of the segmentation;

Our work addresses the segmentation and topic labeling of text in a naturalistic domain,
involving unstructured, transcribed text. Our model can segment noisy texts where
textual cues are sparse.

In addition to the technical contribution of this work, it also makes important first steps
in analyzing spoken testimonies in a systematic, yet ethical manner. With the imminent
passing of the last remaining Holocaust survivors, it is increasingly important to design
methods of exploration and analysis of these testimonies, so as to enable us to use the
wealth of materials collected in the archives for studying and remembering their stories.

7. Ethical Statement

We abided by the instructions provided by each of the archives. We note that the
witnesses identified themselves by name, and so the testimonies are not anonymous.
Still, we do not present in the analysis here any details that may disclose the identity of
the witnesses. We intend to release our codebase and scripts, but those will not include
any of the data received from the archives; the data and trainedmodels used in this work
will not be given to a third party without the consent of the relevant archives. We note
that we did not edit the testimony texts in any way. The compilation of the Holocaust
related topics was done by Holocaust experts based on the SF thesaurus hierarchy. We
did not apply automatic generation at any point.

8. Data Availability

Data will be given upon permission from the Shoah Foundation.

9. Software Availability

Software can be found here: https://github.com/eitanwagner/holocaust-segment
ation
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A. Appendix: Supplementary Material

A.1 Equivalence of PMI and Likelihood

We have a document 𝑋 = 𝑥1, 𝑥2 ⋯ , 𝑥𝑛 which we want to divide into 𝑘 segments.

We assume that the LM probability for each sentence depends only on the previous
sentence and that in the case of a boundary at index 𝑖, sentence 𝑖 is independent of all
previous sentences. Under these assumptions, the segmentation that places boundaries
at the places with minimal PMI is the same segmentation that maximized the LM
likelihood.

Proof: Assume we have a boundary set 𝐵 = (𝑖1, 𝑖2, ...𝑖𝑘).

For any 𝑖 ∈ 𝐵 we have:

𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖−1) =
𝑃(𝑥𝑖|𝑥𝑖−1)

𝑃(𝑥𝑖)
= 1

Therefore we get:

𝐵𝑃(𝑋) =𝐵 𝑃(𝑋) ⋅
𝑛

∏
𝑖=1

1
𝑃(𝑥𝑖)

=𝐵 ∏
𝑖∉𝐵

𝑃(𝑥𝑖|𝑥𝑖−1)
𝑃(𝑥𝑖)

∏
𝑖∈𝐵

𝑃(𝑥𝑖)
𝑃(𝑥𝑖)

=𝐵 ∑
𝑖∉𝐵

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖−1) =𝐵

𝑛
∑
𝑖=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑀𝐼(𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑖−1) (3)

A.2 Annotation Guidelines

Annotation Guidelines for Topical Segmentation

In this task, we divide Holocaust testimonies into topically coherent segments. The
topics for the testimonies were predetermined. We have 29 content topics and a NULL
topic. The full list is attached. Each segment has one topic (multi-class, not multi-label),
and a change of topic is equivalent to a change of segments.

The segmentation annotation will be as follows:

• The testimonies are already divided into sentences. A segment change can only
be between sentences.

• Our goal is to annotate segmentations. For this, we will assign a topic for each
sentence. Since the main focus is the segment, the topic should be given based on
a segment and not a single sentence.

• The changing of a tape, if it does not include further information, should not be
marked as a separate topic, rather it should be combined with the surrounding
topics. If there is a change of topics there then the Overlap should be marked as
True over these sentences.
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• Regarding the number of requested segments, we want an approximate average
segment length of 30 sentences. This is a global attribute, as the actual Segment
lengths can (and should) vary, depending on the topics. Any single segment
should be decidedmainly by content and not by constraints regarding the segment
lengths.

• After deciding the segment scope, all sentences can be marked at once. No need
to mark them one by one.

• No sentence should be left without a topic (NULL is also a topic). If the topic is
unclear then one should be chosen. It should not be left empty.

• A “thumb rule” in cases of multiple options is to choose a topic that is more
Holocaust-specific. For example, a hiding story about a family member should be
assigned to “Hiding” and not to “Family and Friendships”.
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